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As the world continues to grapple 
with the global pandemic that is 
Covid-19, where sporting events
continue to either be postponed or
cancelled, we continue to be very
fortunate with our ability to host high
quality events here in New Zealand. 

The Track National Championships are
a showcase of our top cycling talent at
elite level and coming through our
development pathways. 

For those in the stands or streaming 
on the Cycling New Zealand Facebook
page, we hope you enjoy the
opportunity to see our world 
class athletes race for top honours
on the Invercargill track.

Many thanks must be extended to 
the Road and Track Council, Cycling
New Zealand Commissaires, Cycling
Southland for hosting us and all the
volunteers whom without this event
would not go ahead. Your continued
dedication to our sport is greatly
appreciated. 

Best of luck to all riders, coaches,
commissaires and volunteers!

SIMON PETERSON
CHIEF  EXECUTIVE
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND

EVENT ORGANISERS

CYCLING NEW
ZEALAND

ERIN CRIGL INGTON
PRESIDENT
CYCLING NEW ZEALAND ROAD AN
TRACK

Welcome to the 2023 Track National
Championships in Invercargill from 1 - 5
March.

WELCOME

  
After the last few years that has seen
many challenges for travel, gatherings,
economies, and holding sporting
events, it will be exciting to have
another opportunity to see New
Zealand's top track cyclists racing for
the coveted National Champion jersey
on the boards of the SIT Zero Fees
Velodrome. 

Thanks to the event organisers and to
the team of volunteers, officials, and
Commissaires, all of whom are giving
up their time to ensure the event
happens. We are grateful for the
support of the people here this
weekend and also to the hundreds of
volunteers who work tirelessly behind
the scene at club events around the
country. Volunteers are truly the
backbone of cycling in this country.

We wish all the riders the best of luck
and a safe and successful competition
and to the spectators we hope you
enjoy the exciting racing.

 

On behalf of the Cycling New Zealand Road,
Track and Cyclocross Council, I offer you all a
warm welcome to the 2023 Track National
Championships, here in Invercargill.



EVENT PROFILES
KEIRIN
The Keirin was created in the 1940s as the
Japanese version of the traditional sprint
event. It features up to seven riders over
1500m (six laps). A special motorised bike
called a Derny paces the riders for the first
three laps gradually notching up the speed
from 30km/h to 50km/h, during which time
the riders jostle for the best position but are
unable to overtake or overlap the Derny. With
three laps remaining the Derny pulls off to the
side of the track and the spectacular and
frenetic sprint is on. The first rider across the
line is declared the winner.

SCRATCH RACE
The scratch race is an endurance event
where the first rider across the line wins
the race. At the start, half of the field
lines up on the rail, while the rest are
held on the black line at the bottom of
the track. Riders take a neutralised lap
to ensure the field is together before the
race begins. Riders can attempt to take
a lap on the rest of the field.

POINTS RA
CE

A points race is a mass start race
where sprints for points occur

every 10 laps. Points are for first,
second, third and fourth each

sprint, with double points on the
final sprint. Riders win or lose 20
points by gaining or losing a lap.

The winner is the rider with the
most points accumulated at the

finish.
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TEMPO 
Tempo Race: Run over 10km for men

and 7.5km for women in
championship events, after the first
four laps, this bunch race features a

sprint on every lap, with the first
rider across the line winning one

point. The rider accumulating the
most points is deemed the winner.

Any rider that gains a lap on the main
field is awarded 20 points, with any

rider that loses a lap on the main
field being deducted 20 points.

ELIMINATION
A spectator favourite, the elimination is a

stand alone event as well as also being
included in the omnium. The Elimination

race is a race in which the last rider
across the line (determined by the last

back wheel) in the field is eliminated from
the competition every second lap until

only two riders remain, then sprint for the
finish.

The individual pursuit (I.P.) is an
endurance event and is conducted
as a knock-out tournament. The goal
is to ride the fastest time over the
distance. The fastest two riders in
the qualifying round race in the gold
medal final and the next two fastest
contest the bronze medal final. In
qualifying all riders complete the
distance to post a time but in the
finals if a rider overtakes their
opponent they are declared the
winner.



One of the pinnacle events on the track
schedule, the team pursuit requires a team of
four to work in harmony over 4000m to cover the
distance in
the fastest time. Two teams of four line up on
opposite sides of the track with the time taken
after the third rider crosses the line. Riders
require
clockwork precision as they follow each other
only a few centimeters apart to gain the
maximum aerodynamic advantage from drafting.
Qualifying for this event is with each team riding
alone on the track against the clock. The fastest
eight teams move to the second round. The top
qualifier then rides against the 4th fastest, while
2nd fastest rides against the 3rd fastest. The
two winners progress to the gold medal final.
Meanwhile 5th rides against 8th and 6th against
7th with the fastest two teams, including those
of the two losing combinations from the top four
rides, will contest the bronze medal ride.

Both a tactical and high-speed battle
the individual sprint captures the
essence of track cycling. Held over three
laps, the head-to-head battle will see
one rider designated to lead out. The key
to success in match-racing is surprising
the opponent with sudden and dramatic
changes of speed, stand-still attempts
and feints in an effort to manoeuvre
themselves into the most favourable
position before launching into an
explosive sprint for the line. The first
rider across the line wins the race. From
the quarterfinals on, the outcome is
decided by a best of three series.
Riders obtain a seeding through the
qualifying 200m flying time trial and
from that stage they race head to
head.
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The high-speed three-lap, three-
man (two laps, two riders for

women) event is one of the most
exhilarating on the track cycling
programme. Two teams start on

opposite sides of the track and at
the end of each lap, the lead rider

pulls off completely leaving the
next rider to take the pace. The

first rider starts out of the gate,
and the other rider(s) are held in

standing starts. The starting
rider completes one lap before

peeling off. The second rider
then takes up the pace to

complete the second lap and in
the case of the men’s event, the
third rider rides three laps. The
team which records the fastest

time is declared the winner.
Qualifying for this event is with

each team riding alone on the
track against the clock. The

fastest two teams will ride off for
the gold medal in the final, while

the 3rd and 4th fastest ride off
for the bronze medal.

TEAM SPRINT

TEAM PURSUIT 

The time trial is a race against the clock
with no room for error. The difference

between gold and silver can be as little as
a thousandth of a second. The bike is

locked in a starting gate and the riders
must time their first pedal stroke to

match the gate release. From a standing
start they must quickly get up to

maximum speed and maintain it for the
distance.

INDIVIDUAL TIME TRIAL



COMPETITORS LIST 

ELITE WOMEN 
ELITE MEN 

JUNIOR WOMEN 



U15 GIRLS 

 PARA CYCLING 

U17 GIRLS 

 JUNIOR MEN 



 U17 BOYS

 U15 BOYS



P A R A  C Y C L I N G  E L I T E  M E N  &  W O M E N

Have a read through some rider bios for just a few
of the top names who will be racing at this event!

R I D E R  B I O S

E L I Z A B E T H  G A S S O N
Coach: Steve Bale
From: I was born in Utah, USA and now live in Wellington! 
Classification: C2/C3
Impairment (Disability): Multiple Sclerosis, Ataxia and Hypertonia.

Favourite Event: Both Road and Track!
Best Results: Every time I get on the bike is a win for me. I
was told a long time ago that I would be in a wheelchair for
the rest of my life… I proved them wrong! Plus Paddy (Liz's
beautiful service dog), can't forget him!  

                       B E N  W E S T E N B E R G 
Coach: Jono Hailstone 
From: Tauranga
Classification: Men's C5
Impairment (Disability): Arthrogyposis affecting strength and
movement in both upper limbs
Favourite Event: My favorite events are the 4k IP and the
points race. I like the IP because it’s measurable and it’s
easy to track your progression, and the points race as it is a
mixture of tactics, endurance and sprinting.
Best Results:  My career highlight so far is competing at
Oceania’s in 2022. It was cool to race with Para riders from
Australia and come away with a silver in the IP. 



S H A A N E  F U L T O N

E L I T E  W O M E N

 
From: I grew up in Nelson, and I’ve been based in Cambridge
since 2019.
Discipline: Track Sprint
Favourite Event: I can never answer this question, I just love track
racing, I think it’s a form of art.
Best results: - 2021 National Sprint, 500m & Kerin Champion. 
- Former NZ Record holder in the 500m TT & Team sprint. 

A M E L I A  S Y K E S
From: Christchurch 
Discipline:Endurance 
Favourite Event: My all time favourite event, definitely has to be
the individual pursuit. It is one of my main events where I just get to
go as hard as I can, for as long as I can. Along with that there is a
lot of thought that goes into a pursuit, such as pacing, and when to
really accelerate. It keeps you on the edge of your seat when you
reach the final lap and tests your limits.
Best Results: 5th Junior World Championships Individual Pursuit
2022, 1st New Zealand U19 National Time-Trial Champion 2022,
1st  New Zealand U19 National Points Race Champion 2022



S A M  D A K I N

E L I T E  M E N

From: Auckland!
Discipline: Sprint cycling. Too big for the long stuff. Why win a medal in
6 hours when you can do it in 40 seconds ;)
Favourite Event: It use to be the keirin but now I’m in a love affair with
both it and the keirin. Both have their unique features. Keirin is so hectic
and aggressive which I love. The sprint is then just so raw and man v
man which is also epic!
Best Results: Commonwealth games bronze medal and Nation’s Cup
Colombia 2022 Keirin Bronze

E D W A R D  P A W S O N 
From: I'm Auckland, New Zealand, and got my start in cycling on the
track at the outdoor Manakau velodrome here.
Discipline:  I race both Track endurance events and Road events,
heading to france in early April to race on the road for a division one
team Philippe-Wagner Cycling.
Favourite Event: Has to be the Madison, a mix of team work, super
tactical racing, and just pure speed makes such a blast!
Best Results: Best results would be:
3rd Jr Worlds TP 2022 (u19)
1st Oceania Madison Champs 2022 (u19)
3rd Elite Nz Madison Nationals 2023 (Elite)
2nd Oceania Points Race Champs 2022 (u19)

J O E L  D O U G L A S
From: Auckland
Discipline: Track Endurance
Favourite Event: Omnium, I like how you have an entire day and more
than one event to get results. It's the best rider across the four events
that end up winning.
Best Results: Junior Oceania Omnium Champion, Junior Oceania
Madison Champion, Junior World Championships Team Pursuit Bronze



EVENT PROGRAMME


















